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Jeep Troubles Blamed On Nonexistent Defect, Chrysler
Says

law360.com/articles/1400148

By Ethan Beberness

Law360 (July 6, 2021, 6:03 PM EDT) -- Chrysler has asked for a win in a proposed class

action accusing the auto giant of selling Jeep vehicles with a faulty automatic transmission

system, saying the named plaintiff is experiencing the effects of poor maintenance of his

nine-year-old vehicle rather than a design flaw on Chrysler's part.

Chrysler's summary judgment motion, filed Friday in California federal court, says a senior

engineer at the company confirmed that any issues named plaintiff Steve Zuehlsdorf

experienced with his vehicle, which include two occurrences of an overheated transmission

and various issues with braking and accelerating, could "indirectly result from a variety of

reasons" related to the ongoing use of the vehicle without proper maintenance.

"Plaintiff can produce no evidence to support the required elements of his claims," Chrysler

wrote. "To the contrary, his admissions at deposition actually prove his claims are time-

barred and factually and legally deficient."

Zuehlsdorf filed his complaint in 2018, claiming a defect in the design of a type of automatic

transmission system developed and used by Chrysler's parent company, FCA US LLC, across

its brands caused his vehicle to "jerk" and "shudder" when he tried to accelerate. The

proposed class includes all consumers who purchased a vehicle containing the system, called

the Jatco JF011E continuously variable transmission.The system is used in the Jeep Compass

and the now-discontinued Jeep Patriot.

Chrysler added to the engineer's argument, claiming in the motion that "the transmission in

plaintiff's vehicle operates the same today as it did when he first drove it off the lot in 2012,"

and emphasized that Zuehlsdorf regularly drives his vehicle without any other problems with

it.

The senior engineer's 12-year tenure primarily involved developing automatic transition

systems.

During his deposition, Zuehlsdorf confirmed the first time he experienced the issues he says

result from the alleged vehicle defect began in 2014 while driving on I-15 on his way to Las

Vegas from his home in Upland, California, in, as Chrysler quotes in its motion, "very hot

weather." He said his vehicle's transmission overheated once more but says the only other

repair he had done on the vehicle was to fix a coolant leak this year.

https://www.law360.com/articles/1400148
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Chrysler also said the claims were preempted by disclosures in the vehicle's user guide and

owner's manual that state the transmission system may overheat in hot weather while driving

at high speeds or towing a trailer.

These disclosures, along with the statement of its engineer, not only prove the lack of a

design defect in the vehicle but also protect the company from fraud charges because there

was no defect for it to know of or attempt to hide, according to Chrysler's motion.

Chrysler also says Zuelsdorf's claims are time-barred by the three-year statute of limitations

on his state-level consumer protection claims and the four-year statute of limitations on his

state-level competition and federal-level consumer protection claims.

Counsel for Zuehlsdorf did not immediately respond to a request for comment Tuesday.

Counsel for Chrysler declined to comment Tuesday. Representatives for the company did

immediately not respond to request for comment.

Zuehlsdorf and the proposed class are represented by Cody R. Padgett, Mark A. Ozzello,

Tarek H. Zohdy and Trisha Kathleen Monesi of Capstone Law APC.

Chrysler and FCA US LLC are represented by Kathy A. Wisniewski, Stephen A. D'Aunoy and

Thomas L. Azar of Thomson Coburn LLP and Ryan E. Cosgrove of Nelson Mullins Riley &

Scarborough LLP.

The case is Zuehlsdorf et al. v. FCA US LLC, case number 5:18-cv-01877, in the U.S. District

Court for the Central District of California.

--Editing by Stephen Berg.

For a reprint of this article, please contact reprints@law360.com.
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